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We have synthesized single crystals of Dirac semimetal candidates AZnBi2 with A=Ba and Sr.
In contrast to A=Sr, the Ba material displays a novel local Zn vacancy ordering, which makes
the observation of quantum oscillations in out-of-plane magnetic fields possible. As a new Dirac
semimetal candidate, BaZnBi2 exhibits small cyclotron electron mass, high quantum mobility, and
non-trivial Berry phases. Three Dirac dispersions are observed by ARPES and identified by first-
principles band-structure calculations. Compared to AMn(Bi/Sb)2 systems which host Mn magnetic
moments, BaZnBi2 acts as non-magnetic analogue to investigate the intrinsic properties of Dirac
fermions in this structure family.

Topological materials, such as Dirac and Weyl
semimetals, have received increasing attention in recent
years due to their special physical properties and poten-
tial applications [1–12]. In such systems, the electron
transport is often dominated by linearly-dispersing Dirac
or Weyl fermions, leading to quantum oscillations with
nontrivial Berry phases, quantum Hall effect, and nega-
tive magnetoresistance [1–12].
Recently, the layered manganese pnictides

AMn(Bi/Sb)2 (A=Ca, Sr, Ba, Eu, and Yb) were
reported to host Dirac or Weyl fermions, related to
their two-dimensional (2D) Bi/Sb layers [13–30]. A
common structural feature for all of these compounds
are magnetic MnBi/Sb layers intercalated by 2D Bi/Sb
layers. The latter have been shown to host quasi-2D
Dirac fermions, similar as in graphene and topological
insulators [11–13]. Moreover, the interplay between
magnetism and the Dirac dispersion induces novel
quantum states: EuMnBi2 shows a bulk half-integer
quantum Hall effect due to magnetically confined
2D Dirac fermions [21]. A canted antiferromagnetic
order with a ferromagnetic component coexists with
the Dirac fermion behavior in Sr1−yMn1−zSb2 [25].
Moreover, YbMnBi2 probably features a time-reversal
symmetry breaking Weyl fermion state, because the
spin degeneracy is lifted by a similar ferromagnetic
component [26].
Up to now, all studied compounds of this structure

family contain both magnetic MnBi/Sb layers and 2D
Bi/Sb layers. To achieve a full understanding of the inter-
play between the magnetism and Dirac dispersion[31, 32],
it is instructive to investigate materials without mag-
netic Mn. This addresses the question, whether a two-
dimensional Bi/Sb layer without magnetic layer, still
holds Dirac fermions, and if so, to compare its properties

with those of the magnetic materials.
Based on powder samples, BaZnBi2 and SrZnBi2 were

reported to crystallize in the same tetragonal structure
as SrMnBi2 [33]. Below, we report a single crystal study
of both materials. While SrZnBi2 shows the expected
tetragonal structure with the space group I4/mmm,
BaZnBi2 forms local Zn vacancies, which order along a
face diagonal direction. This ordering has important con-
sequences regarding the physical properties of the two
sister compounds. Due to the random Zn vacancies,
quantum oscillations are not detectable in SrZnBi2. By
contrast, pronounced de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) and
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations were observed in
BaZnBi2 for the out-of-plane field orientation. Analyz-
ing the dHvA and SdH oscillations we find key signa-
tures of Dirac fermions, including a light effective mass
(∼ 0.1me, where me is the free electron mass), high quan-
tum mobility (684 cm2 V−1s−1), and a non-zero Berry
phase accumulated along the cyclotron orbit. Further-
more, we directly probe the Dirac dispersion by angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and iden-
tify the responsible bands by first-principles density func-
tional theory calculations.
Fig. 1(a) shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of single-

crystalline BaZnBi2, with only (00L) reflections observed,
in line with the expected preferred orientation of plate-
like crystals. SrZnBi2 has a tetragonal structure sim-
ilar to that of SrMnBi2, as only (0, 0, 2L) peaks are
visible in Fig. 1(b), consistent with the diffraction pat-
tern of the space group I4/mmm. The lattice parame-
ters of BaZnBi2 agree with those reported in Ref. [33],
a = b = 4.847Å, and c = 21.98Å. However, Fig. 1(a)
clearly indicates the presence of (0, 0, 2L+1) peaks as
well, signaling a new structural modulation in BaZnBi2,
which had not been detected in powder samples.
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FIG. 1. (a)-(b)Single crystal XRD pattern of BaZnBi2 and SrZnBi2, with an optical image of a typical single crystal as an inset,
(c) Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern along [1 1 0] direction, (d) Corresponding atomic resolution scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) image, with yellow arrow indicating Zn site and green arrow indicating Zn vacancy
site, (e) Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern along [0 0 1] direction, (f) Crystal structure of BaZnBi2 in the
local Zn vacancy order region, with vacancy positions indicated by light blue circles, (g) Left: Isothermal out-of-plane (H//c)
magnetization for SrZnBi2 at 2K, Right: In-plane resistivity (ρxx) of SrZnBi2 between 2K and 300K. (see text).

We have measured selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) along [1 1 0] direction in Fig. 1(c), on a cir-
cle area with the radius of roughly 200 nm. Consistent
with X-ray diffraction pattern, (001), (002), and (003)
etc., the corresponding SAED reflections are also visi-
ble. Weak but clear diffraction peaks appear at (H,-H,0)
(H=half integer), indicating the existence of a modulated
structure doubling the unit cell along a face diagonal di-
rection, compared to the space group I4/mmm.

Next, we employed atomic resolution scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) to directly probe
the modulated structure of BaZnBi2 in real space, for
a thinned crystal with thickness of about 50 nm. As
shown in Fig. 1(d), atomic arrangements of Bi and Ba
columns are in good agreement with the standard tetrag-
onal structure, while an ordering of Zn vacancies appears
in every second Zn layer. Contrary to the occupied sizes,
indicated by yellow arrows, the sites marked by green
arrows are unoccupied. The [1 1 0] direction is the face
diagonal direction of the tetragonal structure, and the Zn
vacancies also order along this direction, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(f).

After the observation of Zn vacancy order in certain
local regions, to investigate whether this structural fea-
ture forms a long range order, we have measured SAED
along [0 0 1] direction on several different circle areas with
the radius of roughly 300 nm. In Fig. 1(e), the diffrac-
tion pattern is consistent with that of the space group

I4/mmm in ab plane, with no diffraction peaks at (H,-
H,0) (H=half integer), indicating absence of structural
modulation in the ab plane of BaZnBi2. In Fig. 1(b), we
observe a weak diffraction peak at (1/2, -1/2, 0) in [1 1 0]
direction; however, this diffraction peak does not appear
in [0 0 1] direction. Thus, combining the SAED pattern
along both [1 1 0] and [0 0 1] directions, we conclude that
the Zn vacancy ordering has a local character and is not
uniform, not forming a long range structure in BaZnBi2.
This local Zn vacancy ordering causes large differences
on the physical property between BaZnBi2 and SrZnBi2.
There is no indication of quantum oscillations in

the isothermal magnetization up to 14 T for SrZnBi2
(at 2K in out-of-plane orientation) in Fig. 1(g). In
fact, the in-plane residual resistance ratio (RRR)
=R(300K)/R(2K)=2.3 is much smaller compared to 8 for
SrMnBi2 and CaMnBi2[13–16], indicating strong scatter-
ing, presumably from a large number of disorder Zn va-
cancies.
Fig. 2(a) shows the isothermal magnetization measured

up to 14 T for BaZnBi2 in H//c. The magnetization ex-
hibits strong dHvA oscillations, which start around 5 T
and persist up to 25 K, similar as found for CaMnBi2
and SrMnSb2[16, 25]. In Fig. 2(b), we present the oscil-
latory component of magnetization for BaZnBi2 at 2 K,
obtained after subtracting the background between 7 and
14 T. From the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) anal-
ysis in Fig. 2(c), three frequencies 168, 196, and 238 T
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FIG. 2. (a) Isothermal out-of-plane (H//c) magnetization for
BaZnBi2 at various temperatures, (b) Oscillatory component
of magnetization for BaZnBi2 at 2 K between 7 T and 14 T,
(c) FFT spectra of ∆M(B) at different temperatures (the FFT
was done in the field range between 7 and 14 T),(d) The
temperature dependence of the normalized FFT amplitude for
α, β, and γ oscillations, with fitting to the Lifshitz-Kosevich
(LK) formula.(see text).

are derived, comparable to the dHvA frequencies 101 and
181 T measured in CaMnBi2[16] and the SdH frequency
of 152 T in SrMnBi2 [13] for the same field orientation.
Evidence for Dirac fermions in BaZnBi2 has been ob-
tained from the further analysis of the dHvA oscillations.
As shown in Fig. 2(d), the effective cyclotron mass m∗
can be extracted from the fit of the temperature depen-
dence of the normalized FFT peak amplitude according
to the thermal damping factor in the Lifshitz-Kosevich
(LK) equation, i.e. ∆M/M0 ∝ ATµ/B/[sinh(ATµ/B)],
A=2π2kBme/~e is the thermal factor, µ is the ratio of
effective mass to the free electron mass. We calculated
the FFT within the field range 7∼14 T, with average
B = 9.33 T and obtained effective masses m∗ = 0.127me

for the 196 T peak, 0.170me for 168 T , and 0.124me for
the 238 T orbits(see Fig. 2(d)). The effective mass in
BaZnBi2 is thus smaller than that in SrMnBi2 (0.29me

) [13] and in CaMnBi2 (0.35me) [15, 16], and comparable
to 0.105me in BaMnBi2[23] and 0.14me in SrMnSb2 [25].
Due to formation of a local Zn vacancy order

in BaZnBi2, the scattering is greatly reduced, and
the in-plane resistivity ρxx(T) [Fig. 3(a)] is metal-
lic with the RRR about 7, comparable to that of
(Ca/Sr/Ba)MnBi2[13–16, 23]. The out-of-plane re-
sistivity is larger than the in-plane resistivity, with
ρc(T)/ρxx(T) increasing from less than 10 at 300 K to
more than 50 at 2 K.

Like (Ca/Sr/Ba)Mn(Bi/Sb)2 [13–28], BaZnBi2 also ex-
hibits quantum transport behaviors. As shown in Fig.
3(b), a systematic evolution of magnetoresistance is ob-
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FIG. 3. (a) In-plane resistivity (ρxx) and out of-plane re-
sistivity (ρc) of BaZnBi2 as a function of temperature, with
ρxx of SrZnBi2 as a comparison, (b) Magnetoresistance mea-
sured under different field orientations, with the diagram of
the measurement setup as inset, θ is defined as angle between
the magnetic field and the out-of-plane direction, (c) the os-
cillation component of in-plane resistivity, ρxx vs. 1/B mea-
sured for H//c at 2K, (d) the FFT spectra of ∆ρxx(B) at
different field orientations. Inset: the angular dependence of
the SdH oscillation frequency. The dashed curve is a fit to
F(θ) = F(0◦)/cosθ, (e) Dingle plot for the in-plane quantum
oscillations ρxx at 2 K, (f) Landau level (LL) fan diagram.
The blue dashed line represents the linear fit, with integer LL
indices assigned to the maximum of resistivity (see text).

served in a magnetic field rotating from the c axis to the
ab plane direction (see the insets of Fig. 3(b) regarding
the experimental set-up with B//I for θ=90◦). The SdH
oscillatory component is shown in Fig. 3(c) between 7
and 14 T with H//c. The oscillation frequency is 168 T,
exactly the same as one of the frequencies of the dHvA
oscillations. Furthermore, the oscillation frequency F(θ)
extracted from ρxx can be fitted to F(θ) = F(0◦)/cosθ
(inset of Fig. 3(d)), suggesting that the Fermi surface
responsible for the SdH oscillations is either two dimen-
sional (2D) cylindrical shape or an elongated elliptical
shape. Note there is another oscillation with the fre-
quency 30T that does not change with the magnetic field
rotation. Similar to other Bi/Sb layer semimetals [13–
28], the angular magnetoresistance (AMR) of BaZnBi2
at 2 K in 7 T, shown in supplemental Fig. S1(a) follows
a |cos(θ)| dependence very well with a typical twofold
anisotropy expected for a material with a quasi-2D elec-
tronic structure.
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FIG. 4. Band structure of BaZnBi2 calculated including SOC
with Dirac bands marked by red circles (see text).

Besides the small effective electron mass, Dirac
Fermions also have a high quantum mobility. This holds
for instance in topological insulators and in Cd3As2[7, 12]
and is also verified in BaZnBi2. The quantum mobility
is related to the quantum relaxation time τ q by µq =
eτq/m

∗, which could be found from the field damping of
the quantum oscillation amplitude, i.e., ∆ρ/ρ0 ∝ exp(-
ATDµ/B)*ATµ/B/[sinh(ATµ/B)]. TD is the Dingle tem-
perature and is linked to τ q as TD = h/(2pkBτ q). With
m∗ already known, τ q at 2K can be extracted through the
linear fit of ln ([B*sinh (ATµ/B)/ATµ]*∆ρ/ρ0) against
1/B. As shown in Fig. 3(e), we have obtained TD=15.7K,
τ q= 6.4× 10−14s, from which the quantum mobility µq(=
eτ q/m∗) is estimated to be 684 cm2 V−1s−1, compara-
ble to that of SrMnBi2 (250 cm2 V−1s−1 ) and SrMnSb2
( 570 cm2 V−1s−1)[13, 25]. Compared with the strong
dHvA oscillations, the SdH oscillations of BaZnBi2 are
relatively weak, probably associated with the strong
background magnetoresistance, similar in the nodal line
semimetal ZrSiS/Se/Te case[34–36]. As discussed before,
the scattering has been greatly reduced due to the local
vacancy order in BaZnBi2; however, there is still some
scattering, especially at the boundary of Zn vacancy or-
der region. The 196T and 238T oscillations in magnetiza-
tion probably arise from bands which are more sensitive
to such scattering in the transport experiment. Another
possibility is that higher magnetic field is needed to ob-
serve them in SdH oscillations. As discussed below, the
single dominant SdH frequency actually allows us to ex-
tract the respective Berry phase.

To verify the topological nature of the nearly massless
electrons in BaZnBi2, we extracted the Berry phase ac-

cumulated along the cyclotron orbit from the analysis of
SdH oscillations. We present the Landau level (LL) fan
diagram constructed from the SdH oscillations of ρxx for
BaZnBi2 in Fig. 3(f), where the integer LL indices are
assigned to the maxima of ρxx. The definition of a LL
index is based upon a customary practice whereby inte-
ger LL indices are assigned to conductivity minima [37].
The in-plane conductivity σxx can be calculated from the
longitudinal resistivity ρxx and the transverse (Hall) re-
sistivity ρxy as σxx= ρxx/(ρxx

2 + ρxy
2). According to

Fig. S1(b) [38], ρxy is less than 0.1ρxx for B < 14 T, and
σxx≈1/ρxx, thus the conductivity minima correspond to
the ρxx maxima. As shown in Fig. 3f, the intercept on
the LL index axis obtained from the extrapolation of the
linear fit in the fan diagram is 0.24, corresponding to a
0.5(1)π Berry phase, which is smaller than the expected
value of π for a 2D Dirac system. As in BaMnBi2[23],
this is likely due to the large contribution of parabolic
bands at the Fermi level, which is further verified by the
first-principles calculations below. Another possibility is
a deviation of the Dirac band from pure linearity close to
the Dirac point, arising from a small spin-orbit gap as dis-
cussed below. The oscillation frequency derived from the
fit is 168.5 T, nearly the same as the frequency obtained
from the SdH oscillations, emphasizing the reliability of
our linear fit in the fan diagram.

The band structure of BaZnBi2 has been calculated
from first-principles using the standard linearized aug-
mented plane wave code WIEN2k[39], including spin-
orbit coupling (SOC). As indicated in Fig. 1, the lo-
cal Zn vacancy ordering does not form a long-range
structure in BaZnBi2. Moreover, the Zn content does
not show an obvious decrease, compared with Ba in
the energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) mea-
surement. Thus, the composition could be written as
BaZn1−xBi2 (x<0.1), for simplicity still using BaZnBi2.
With most part of the system being uniform without
Zn vacancies and generating the quantum oscillations,
we adopt the I4/mmm tetragonal structure without Zn
vacancies to calculate the band structure. Similar to
SrMnBi2 and CaMnBi2[19, 20], the low-energy states are
formed mainly by the Bi orbitals of the 2D Bi layer.
The SOC in Bi, opens a gap between the upper and
lower Dirac branches. Formally BaZnBi2 is not a Dirac
semimetal, such as Cd3As2 [2, 3, 7], but the SOC gap is
small enough for its transport properties to be similar to a
real case, so we use Dirac semimetal candidate through-
out the paper. According to the calculations (Fig. 4),
there are two Dirac points near X, and one along the Γ-
M direction, quite similar to the isostructural SrMnBi2
[20]. 2D isoenergetic contours for kz=0 are presented
in supplemental Fig. S2, and bear further evidence to
the presence of Dirac bands. Indeed, the contour cor-
responding to E-EF=30 meV shows Dirac bands in the
ΓX and ΓM direction, and that at the 35 meV plot con-
tains three Dirac bands in ΓX, XM, and ΓM direction,
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FIG. 5. ARPES results: (a) Sketch of the BaZnBi2 (001) Surface Brillouin Zone corresponding to the high-symmetry directions
presented in the constant energy contours of (b)-(e). (b)-(e) Constant energy contour plots at binding energies of 0, 90, 200,
and 300 meV, respectively, obtained using horizontally-polarized light with hν = 75 eV, with black arrows indicating the faint
distorted rhombus bands in (b) and (c). (f) Red dashed numbered lines on the Fermi surface of BaZnBi2 highlight the lines of
the corresponding band dispersion shown in (g) - (j), with black arrows indicating the crossing of the two distorted rhombus
bands seen in (b) and (c).

respectively [38].

In Fig. 5(b)-(e), we present the ARPES results, in-
cluding the Fermi surface and constant energy contours
of BaZnBi2 at binding energies of 90 and 200 and 300
meV, respectively. In Fig. 5(b), arrows indicate a faint
electronic state that rims the Fermi surface. In the vicin-
ity of this faint state there is an intense electronic state
in smaller k values and four electron pockets at the X
points of the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ). We can also
see two hole-like states centered at the Γ point of the SBZ.
On the other hand, the two outer electronic states with
the distorted rhombus shape have an opposite dispersion
and merge at a binding energy of 200 meV. These states
can be also seen along different high symmetry direc-
tions forming Dirac-like dispersions that cross the Fermi
level. More specifically, in Fig. 5(g)-(j) we present the
band dispersions along the high-symmetry XM, ΓX, and
ΓM direction, with black arrows indicating the crossing
of the two distorted rhombus bands seen in Fig. 5(b)
and (c). The apparent Dirac-like feature around the
X point in Fig. 5(g) comes from the anisotropic Dirac
states in BaZnBi2, as already observed in SrMnBi2 and
CaMnBi2[13, 19, 20]. Correspondingly, we observe the
band crossing point moving towards the Fermi level in the
line dispersion parallel to the XM direction close to the
center of the electron pocket in Fig. 5(h), which does not

show the expected gap opening from an isotropic Dirac
band, such as in graphene, topological insulators, and
Cd3As2[3, 11, 12]. Concerning the band dispersion along
ΓM direction in Fig. 5(j), the band crossing is barely seen
due to matrix element effects - the parabolic bands that
cross the Fermi level along ΓM can be better seen if one
moves off center (see Fig. S4)[38]. As shown in supple-
mental Fig. S2(d)[38], for the hole-like bands at the Γ
point, the constant energy contour plot for taken with
kz=0.4π/c matches better the ARPES results presented
in Fig. 5(b)-(d), an indication that the excitation energy
used in our ARPES measurements corresponds to a kz

that intersects off-centre the three-dimensional Brillouin
zone. In principle, our ARPES data is in good agree-
ment with the dHvA oscillations and theoretical calcu-
lation results, as we observe three Dirac-like states that
contribute to quantum oscillations, namely one along XM
direction in Fig. 5(g), another one along ΓX direction in
Fig. 5(i), and third one along ΓM direction in Fig. 5(j),
respectively.

In conclusion, contrary to the general belief that vacan-
cies usually prohibit the detection of intrinsic properties
of a system, just like for the SrZnBi2 case, we identify
that local Zn vacancy order guarantees the dHvA and
SdH oscillations in a non-trivial system BaZnBi2, exhibit-
ing light effective mass (∼ 0.1me), high quantum mobil-
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ity (684 cm2 V−1s−1), and a non-zero Berry phase ac-
cumulated along the cyclotron orbit. Further consistent
with band-structure calculations the Dirac dispersion is
directly observed by ARPES. The new Dirac semimetal
candidate BaZnBi2 seems a promising platform to in-
vestigate the intrinsic properties of Dirac fermions. Be-
cause of the similar quantum oscillations and Dirac dis-
persion in BaZnBi2 compared to AMn(Bi/Sb)2 (A=Ca,
Sr, Ba, Eu, and Yb), our results clearly indicate that the
Dirac fermions in the two-dimensional Bi/Sb layers are
not influenced by the antiferromagnetism in the MnBi/Sb
layer, except for the canted case in YbMnBi2 [26].
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Note added: During the preparation and submis-

sion of our manuscript, two papers about BaZnBi2 were
published[40, 41], which show the quantum oscillation re-
sults. However, with the presence of (0, 0, 2L+1) peaks
in single-crystal X-ray diffraction pattern, both papers
do not mention the existence of local Zn vacancy order.
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